Abstract-Despite significant progress, image saliency detection still remains a challenging task in complex scenes and environments. Integrating multiple different but complementary cues, like RGB and Thermal (RGB-T), may be an effective way for boosting saliency detection performance. The current research in this direction, however, is limited by the lack of a comprehensive benchmark. This work contributes such a RGB-T image dataset, which includes 821 spatially aligned RGB-T image pairs and their ground truth annotations for saliency detection purpose. The image pairs are with high diversity recorded under different scenes and environmental conditions, and we annotate 11 challenges on these image pairs for performing the challengesensitive analysis for different saliency detection algorithms. We also implement 3 kinds of baseline methods with different modality inputs to provide a comprehensive comparison platform.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE saliency detection is a fundamental and active problem in computer vision. It aims at highlighting salient foreground objects automatically from background, and has received increasing attentions due to its wide range of applications in computer vision and graphics, such as object recognition, content-aware retargeting, video compression, and image classification. Despite significant progress, image saliency detection still remains a challenging task in complex scenes and environments.
Recently, integrating RGB data and thermal data (RGB-T data) has been proved to be effective in several computer vision problems, such as moving object detection [1, 2] and tracking [3] . Given the potentials of RGB-T data, however, the research of RGB-T saliency detection is limited by the lack of a comprehensive image benchmark.
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In this paper, we contribute a comprehensive image benchmark for RGB-T saliency detection, and the following two main aspects are considered in creating this benchmark.
• A good dataset should be with reasonable size, high diversity and low bias [4] . Therefore, we use our recording system to collect 821 RGB-T image pairs in different scenes and environmental conditions, and each image pair is aligned and annotated with ground truth. In addition, the category, size, number and spatial information of salient objects are also taken into account for enhancing the diversity and challenge, and we present some statistics of the created dataset to analyze the diversity and bias. To analyze the challenge-sensitive performance of different algorithms, we annotate 11 different challenges according to the above-mentioned factors.
• To the best of our knowledge, RGB-T saliency detection remains not well investigated. Therefore, we implement some baseline methods to provide a comparison platform.
On one hand, we regard RGB or thermal images as inputs in some popular methods to achieve single-modality saliency detection. These baselines can be utilized to identify the importance and complementarity of RGB and thermal information with comparing to RGB-T saliency detection methods. On the other hand, we concatenate the features extracted from RGB and thermal modalities together as the RGB-T feature representations, and employ some popular methods to achieve RGB-T saliency detection.
Salient object detection has been extensively studied in past decades, and numerous models and algorithms have been proposed based on different mathematical principles or priors [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Most of methods measured saliency by measuring local center-surround contrast and rarity of features over the entire image [5, 12, 16, 17] . In contrast, Gopalakrishnan et al. [18] formulated the object detection problem as a binary segmentation or labelling task on a graph. The most salient seeds and several background seeds were identified by the behavior of random walks on a complete graph and a k-regular graph. Then, a semi-supervised learning technique was used to infer the binary labels of the unlabelled nodes. Different from it, Yang et al. [19] employed manifold ranking technique to salient object detection that requires only seeds from one class, which are initialized with either the boundary priors or foreground cues. They then extended their work with several improvements [20] , including multi-scale graph construction and a cascade scheme on a multi-layer representation. Based on the manifold ranking algorithms, Li et al. [21] gener-ated pixel-wise saliency maps via regularized random walks ranking, and Wang et al. [22] proposed a new graph model which captured local/global contrast and effectively utilized the boundary prior.
With the created benchmark, we propose a novel approach, multi-task manifold ranking with cross-modality consistency, for RGB-T saliency detection. For each modality, we employ the idea of graph-based manifold ranking [19] for the good saliency detection performance in terms of accuracy and speed. Then, we assign each modality with a weight to describe the reliability, which is capable of dealing with occasional perturbation or malfunction of individual sources, to achieve adaptive fusion of multiple modalities. To better exploit the relations among modalities, we impose the cross-modality consistent constraints on the ranking functions of different modalities to integrate them collaboratively. Considering the manifold ranking in each modality as an individual task, our method is essentially formulated as a multi-task learning problem. For the optimization, we jointly optimize the modality weights and the ranking functions of multiple modalities by iteratively solving two subproblems with closed-form solutions.
This paper makes the following three major contributions for RGB-T image saliency detection and related applications.
• It creates a comprehensive benchmark for facilitating evaluating different RGB-T saliency detection algorithms. The benchmark dataset includes 821 aligned RGB-T images with the annotated ground truths, and we also present the fine-grained annotations with 11 challenges to allow us to analyze the challenge-sensitive performance of different algorithms. Moreover, we implement 3 kinds of baseline methods with different inputs (RGB, thermal and RGB-T) for evaluations. This benchmark will be available online for free academic usage 1 .
• It proposes a novel approach, multi-task manifold ranking with cross-modality consistency, for RGB-T saliency detection. In particular, we introduce a weight for each modality to represent the reliability, and incorporate the cross-modality consistent constraints to achieve adaptive and collaborative fusion of different source data. The modality weights and ranking function are jointly optimized by iteratively solving several subproblems with closed-form solutions.
• It presents extensive experiments against other state-ofthe-art image saliency methods with 3 kinds of inputs.
The evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Through analyzing quantitative results, we further provide basic insights and identify the potentials of thermal information in RGB-T saliency detection. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. II introduces details of the RGB-T saliency detection benchmark. The proposed model and the associated optimization algorithm are presented in Sect. III, and the RGB-T saliency detection approach is introduced in Sect. IV. The experimental results and analysis are shown in Sect. V. Sect. VI concludes the paper.
II. RGB-T IMAGE SALIENCY BENCHMARK
In this section, we introduce our newly created RGB-T saliency benchmark, which includes dataset with statistic analysis, baseline methods with different inputs and evaluation metrics.
A. Dataset
We collect 821 RGB-T image pairs by our recording system, which consists of an online thermal imager (FLIR A310) and a CCD camera (SONY TD-2073). For alignment, we uniformly select a number of point correspondences in each image pairs, and compute the homography matrix by the least-square algorithm. It is worth noting that this registration method can accurately align image pairs due to the following two reasons. First, we carefully choose the planar and nonplanar scenes to make the homography assumption effective. Second, since two camera views are almost coincident as we made, the transformation between two views is simple. As each image pair is aligned, we annotate the pixel-level ground truth using more reliable modality. Fig. 1 shows some sample image pairs and their ground truths.
The image pairs in our dataset are recorded in approximately 60 scenes with different environmental conditions, and the category, size, number and spatial information of salient objects are also taken into account for enhancing the diversity and challenge. Specifically, the following main aspects are considered in creating the RGB-T image dataset.
• Illumination condition. The image pairs are captured under different light conditions, such as sunny, snowy, and nighttime. The low illumination and illumination variation caused by different light conditions usually bring big challenges in RGB images.
• Background factor. Two background factors are taken into account for our dataset. First, similar background to the salient objects in appearance or temperature will introduce ambiguous information. Second, it is difficult to separate objects accurately from cluttered background.
• Salient object attribute. We take different attributes of salient objects, including category (more than 60 categories), size (see the size distribution in Fig. 2 (b) ) and number, into account in constructing our dataset for high diversity.
• Object location. Most of methods employ the spatial information (center and boundary of an image) of the salient objects as priors, which is verified to be effective. However, some salient objects are not at center or cross image boundaries, and these situations isolate the spatial priors. We incorporate these factors into our dataset construction to bring its challenge, and Fig. 2 presents the spatial distribution of salient objects on CB and CIB. Considering the above-mentioned factors, we annotate 11 challenges for our dataset to facilitate the challenge-sensitive performance of different algorithms. They are: big salient object (BSO), small salient object (SSO), multiple salient objects (MSO), low illumination (LI), bad weather (BW), center bias (CB), cross image boundary (CIB), similar appearance (SA), thermal crossover (TC), image clutter (IC), and out of focus (OF). Tab. I shows the details, and Fig. 2 (a) presents the challenge distribution. We will analyze the performance of different algorithms on the specific challenge using the finegrained annotations in the experimental section.
B. Baseline Methods
To provide a comparison platform, we implement 3 kinds of baseline methods with different modality inputs. On one hand, we regard RGB or thermal images as inputs in 12 popular methods to achieve single-modality saliency detection, including MST [15] , RRWR [21] , CA [23] , GMR [19] , STM [8] , GR [24] , NFI [25] , MCI [26] , SS-KDE [27] , BR [28] , SR [29] and SRM [16] . Tab. II presents the details. These baselines can be utilized to identify the importance and complementarity of RGB and thermal information with comparing to RGB-T saliency detection methods. On the other hand, we concatenate the features extracted from RGB and thermal modalities together as the RGB-T feature representations, and employ the above-mentioned methods to achieve RGB-T saliency detection.
C. Evaluation Metrics
There exists several metrics to evaluate the agreement between subjective annotations and experimental predictions. In this work, We use (P)recision-(R)ecall curves (PR curves), F 0.3 metric and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) to evaluate all the algorithms. Given the binarized saliency map via the threshold value from 0 to 255, precision means the ratio of the correctly assigned salient pixel number in relation to all the detected salient pixel number, and recall means the ratio of the correct salient pixel number in relation to the ground truth number. Different from (P)recision-(R)ecall curves using a fixed threshold for every image, the F 0.3 metric exploits an adaptive threshold of each image to perform the evaluation. The adaptive threshold is defined as:
where w and h denote the width and height of an image, respectively. S is the computed saliency map. The F-measure (F ) is defined as follows with the precision (P ) and recall (R) of the above adaptive threshold:
where we set the β 2 = 0.3 to emphasize the precision as suggested in [17] . PR curves and F 0.3 metric are aimed at quantitative comparison, while MAE are better than them for taking visual comparison into consideration to estimate dissimilarity between a saliency map S and the ground truth G, which is defined as:
III. GRAPH-BASED MULTI-TASK MANIFOLD RANKING
The graph-based ranking problem is described as follows: Given a graph and a node in this graph as query, the remaining nodes are ranked based on their affinities to the given query. The goal is to learn a ranking function that defines the relevance between unlabelled nodes and queries. This section will introduce the graph-based multi-task manifold ranking model and the associated optimization algorithm. The optimized modality weights and ranking scores will be utilized for RGB-T saliency detection in next section.
A. Graph Construction
Given a pair of RGB-T images, we regard the thermal image as one of image channels, and then employ SLIC algorithm [30] to generate n non-overlapping superpixels. We take these superpixels as nodes to construct a graph G = (V, E), where V is a node set and E is a set of undirected edges. In this work, any two nodes in V are connected if one of the following conditions holds: 1) they are neighboring; 2) they share common boundaries with its neighboring node; 3) they are on the four sides of image, i.e., boundary nodes. Fig. 3 shows the details. The first and second conditions are employed to capture local smoothness cues as neighboring superpixels tend to share similar appearance and saliency values. The third condition attempts to reduce the geodesic distance of similar superpixels. It is worth noting that we can explore more cues in RGB and thermal data to construct an adaptive graph that makes best use of intrinsic relationship among superpixels. We will study this issue in future work as this paper is with an emphasis on the multi-task manifold ranking algorithm.
If nodes V i and V j is connected, we assign it with an edge weight as:
where c k i denotes the mean of the i-th superpixel in the k-th modality, and γ is a scaling parameter.
B. Multi-Task Manifold Ranking with Cross-Modality Consistency
We first review the algorithm of graph-based manifold ranking that exploits the intrinsic manifold structure of data for graph labeling [31] . Given a superpixel feature set X = {x 1 , ..., x n } ∈ R d×n , some superpixels are labeled as queries and the rest need to be ranked according to their affinities to the queries, where n denotes the number of superpixels. Let s : X → R n denote a ranking function that assigns a ranking value s i to each superpixel x i , and s can be viewed as a vector s = [s 1 , ..., s n ]
T . In this work, we regard the query labels as initial superpixel saliency value, and s is thus an initial superpixel saliency vector. Let y = [y 1 , ..., y n ]
T denote an indication vector, in which y i = 1 if x i is a query, and y i = 0 otherwise. Given G, the optimal ranking of queries are computed by solving the following optimization problem:
where D = diag{D 11 , ..., D nn } is the degree matrix, and D ii = j W ij . diag indicates the diagonal operation. µ is a parameter to balance the smoothness term and the fitting term. Then, we apply manifold ranking on multiple modalities, and have
From Eq. (6), we can see that it inherently indicates that available modalities are independent and contribute equally. This may significantly limit the performance in dealing with occasional perturbation or malfunction of individual sources. Therefore, we propose a novel collaborative model for robustly performing salient object detection that i) adaptively integrates different modalities based on their respective modal reliabilities, ii) collaboratively computes the ranking functions of multiple modalities by incorporating the cross-modality consistent constraints. The formulation of the multi-task manifold ranking algorithm is proposed as follows:
where
T is an adaptive parameter vector, which is initialized after the first iteration (see Alg. 1), and
T is the modality weight vector.
• denotes the element-wise product, and λ is a balance parameter. The third term is to avoid overfitting of r, and the last term is the cross-modality consistent constraints. The effectiveness of introducing these two terms is presented in Fig. 4 . With some simple algebra, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as:
, and C ∈ R n(K−1)×nK denotes the cross-modality consistent constraint matrix, which is defined as:
where I k and I k,k−1 are the identity matrices with the size of n × n.
C. Optimization Algorithm
We present an alternating algorithm to optimize Eq. (8) efficiently, and denote for k = 1 : K do 5:
Algorithm 1 Optimization Procedure to Eq. (8)
Input: The matrix
end for 7: end if 8 :
Update r k by Eq. (15); 10: end for 11: if |J t − J t−1 | < ε then 12: Terminate the loop.
13:
end if 14: end for Given r, Eq. (10) can be written as:
and we reformulate it as follows:
, and A is a blockdiagonal matrix defined as:
...; r 1 ; r 2 ; ...; r 2 ; ...; r K ; ...; r K ] ∈ R nK×1 . Taking the derivative of J(S) with respect to S, we have
where I is an identity matrix with the size of nK × nK. Given S, Eq. (10) can be written as:
and we take the derivative of J(r k ) with respect to r k , and obtain
A sub-optimal optimization can be achieved by alternating between the updating of S and r, and the whole algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1. Although the global convergence of the proposed algorithm is not proved, we empirically validate its fast convergence in our experiments. The optimized ranking functions {s k } and modality weights {r k } will be utilized for RGB-T saliency detection in next section. (17)).
Algorithm 2 Proposed Approach
IV. TWO-STAGE RGB-T SALIENCY DETECTION
In this section, we present the two-stage ranking scheme for unsupervised bottom-up RGB-T saliency detection using the proposed algorithm with boundary priors and foreground queries.
A. Saliency Measure
Given an input RGB-T images represented as a graph and some salient query nodes, the saliency of each node is defined as its ranking score computed by Eq. (8). In the conventional ranking problems, the queries are manually labelled with the ground-truth. In this work, we first employ the boundary prior widely used in other works [11, 19] to highlight the salient superpixels, and select highly confident superpixels (low ranking scores in all modalities) belonging to the foreground objects as the foreground queries. Then, we perform the proposed algorithm to obtain the final ranking results, and combine them with their modality weights to compute the final saliency map.
B. Ranking with Boundary Priors
Based on the attention theories for visual saliency [32] , we regard the boundary nodes as background seeds (the labelled data) to rank the relevances of all other superpixel nodes in the first stage.
Taking the bottom image boundary as an example, we utilize the nodes on this side as labelled queries and the rest as the unlabelled data, and initilize the indicator y in Eq. (8) . Given y, the ranking values {s 
C. Ranking with Foreground Queries
Given s k f s of the k-th modality, we set an adaptive threshold T k = max(s k f s ) − ǫ to generate the foreground queries, where max(·) indicates the maximum operation, and ǫ is a constant, which is fixed to be 0.25 in this work. Specifically, we select the i-th superpixel as the foreground query of the k-th modality if s 
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply the proposed approach over our RGB-T benchmark and compare with other baseline methods.
The source codes and result figures will be provided with the benchmark for public usage in the community.
A. Experimental Settings
For fair comparisons, we fix all parameters and other settings of our approach in the experiments, and use the default parameters released in their public codes for other baseline methods.
In graph construction, we empirically generate n = 300 superpixels and set the affinity parameters γ 1 = 24 and γ 2 = 12, which control the edge strength between two superpixel nodes. In Alg. 1 and Alg. 2, we empirically set λ = 0.03, µ 1 = 0.02 (the first stage) and µ 2 = 0.06 (the second stage). Herein, we use bigger balance weight in the second stage than in the first stage as the refined foreground queries are more confident than the background queries according to the boundary prior.
B. Comparison Results
To justify the importance of thermal information, the complementary benefits to image saliency detection and the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we evaluate the compared methods with different modality inputs on the newly created benchmark, which has been introduced in Sect. II. Overall performance. We first report the precision (P ), recall (R) and F-measure (F ) of 3 kinds of methods on entire dataset in Tab. III. Herein, as the public source codes of STM, MST and RRWR are encrypted, we only run these methods on the single modality. From the evaluation results, we can observe that the proposed approach substantially outperforms all baseline methods. This comparison clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach for adaptively incorporating thermal information. In addition, the thermal data are effective to boost image saliency detection and complementary to RGB data by observing the superior performance of RGB-T baselines over both RGB and thermal methods. We also report MAE of 3 kinds of methods on entire dataset in Tab. IV, the results of which are almost consistent with Tab. III. The evaluation results further validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the importance of thermal information and the complementary benefits of RGB-T data. Fig. 6 shows some sample results of our approach against other baseline methods with different inputs. The evaluation results show that the proposed approach can detect the salient objects more accurate than other methods by adaptively and collaboratively leveraging RGB-T data. It is worth noting that some results using single modality are better than using RGB-T data. It is because that the redundant information introduced by the noisy or malfunction modality sometimes affects the fusion results in bad way.
Challenge-sensitive performance. For evaluating RGB-T methods on subsets with different attributes (big salient object (BSO), small salient object (SSO), multiple salient objects (MSO), low illumination (LI), bad weather (BW), center bias (CB), cross image boundary (CIB), similar appearance (SA), thermal crossover (TC), image clutter (IC), and out of focus (OF), see Sect. II for details) to facilitate analysis of performance on different challenging factors, we present the PR curves in Fig. 5 . From the results we can see that our approach outperforms other RGB-T methods with a clear margin on most of challenges except for BSO and BW. It validates the effectiveness of our method. In particular, for occasional perturbation or malfunction of one modality (e.g., LI, SA and TC), our method can effectively incorporate another modal information to detect salient objects robustly, justifying the complementary benefits of multiple source data.
For BSO, CA [23] achieves a superior performance over ours, and it may attribute to CA takes the global color distinction and the global spacial distance into account for better capturing the global and local information. We can alleviate this problem by improving the graph construction that explores more relations among superpixels. For BW, most of methods have bad performance, but MCI obtains a big performance gain over ours, the second best one. It suggests that considering multiple cues, like low-level considerations, global considerations, visual organizational rules and high-level factors, can handle extremely challenges in RGB-T saliency detection, and we will integrate them into our framework to improve the robustness.
C. Analysis of Our Approach
We discuss the details of our approach by analyzing the main components, efficiency and limitations.
Components. To justify the significance of the main components of the proposed approach, we implement two special versions for comparative analysis, including: 1) Ours-I, that removes the modality weights in the proposed ranking model, i.e., fixes r k = 1 K in Eq. (8), and 2) Ours-II, that removes the cross-modality consistent constraints in the proposed ranking model, i.e., sets λ = 0 in Eq. (8) .
The PR curves, representative precision, recall and Fmeasure, and MAE are presented in Fig. 7 , and we can draw the following conclusions. 1) Our method substantially outperforms Ours-I. This demonstrates the significance of the introduced weighted variables to achieve adaptive fusion of different source data. 2) The complete algorithm achieves superior performance than Ours-II, validating the effectiveness of the cross-modality consistent constraints.
Efficiency. Runtime of our approach against other methods is presented in Tab. III. It is worth mentioning that our approach is comparable with GMR [19] mainly due to the fast optimization to the proposed ranking model. The experiments are carried out on a desktop with an Intel i7 3.4GHz CPU and 16GB RAM, and implemented on mixing platform of C++ and MATLAB without any optimization. Fig. 8 shows the convergence curve of the proposed approach. Although involves 5 times of the optimization to the ranking model, our method costs about 1.39 second per image pair due to the efficiency of our optimization algorithm, which converges approximately within 5 iterations.
We also report runtime of other main procedures of the proposed approach with the typical resolution of 640×480 pixels. 1) The over-segmentation by SLIC algorithm takes about 0.52 second.
2) The feature extraction takes approximately 0.24 sec- Fig. 9 . Two failure cases of our method. The input RGB, thermal images, the ground truth and the results generated by our method are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
ond.
3) The first stage, including 4 ranking process, costs about 0.42 second. 4) The second stage, including 1 ranking process, spends approximately 0.14 second. The over-segmentation and the feature extraction are mostly time consuming procedure (about 55%). Hence, through introducing the efficient oversegmentation algorithms and feature extraction implementation, we can achieve much better computation time under our approach.
Limitations. We also present two failure cases generated by our method in Fig. 9 . The reliable weights sometimes are wrongly estimated due to the effect of clutter background, as shown in Fig. 9 (a) , where the modality weights of RGB and thermal data are 0.97 and 0.95, respectively. In such circumstance, our method will generate bad detection results. This problem could be tackled by incorporating the measure of background clutter in optimizing reliable weights, and will be addressed in our future work. In addition to reliable weight computation, our approach has another major limitation. The first stage ranking relies on the boundary prior, and thus the salient objects are failed to be detected when they crosses image boundaries. The insufficient foreground queries obtained after the first stage usually result in bad saliency detection performance in the second stage, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) . We will handle this issue by selecting more accurate boundary queries according to other prior cues in future work.
D. Discussions on RGB-T Saliency Detection
We observe from the evaluations that integrating RGB data and thermal data will boost saliency detection performance (see Tab. III). The improvements are even bigger while encountering certain challenges, i.e., low illuminations, similar appearance, image clutter and thermal crossover (see Fig. 5 ), demonstrating the importance of thermal information in image saliency detection and the complementary benefits from RGB-T data.
In addition, directly integrating RGB and thermal information sometimes lead to worse results than using single modality (see Fig. 6 ), as the redundant information is introduced by the noisy or malfunction modality. We can address this issue by adaptively fusing different modal information (Our method) that can automatically determine the contribution weights of different modalities to alleviate the effects of redundant information.
